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ABSTRACT
Chinese cabbage is the most consumed leafy crop in East Asian countries. However, premature bolting
induced by continuous low temperatures severely decreases the yield and quality of the Chinese cabbage,
and therefore restricts its planting season and geographic distribution. In the past 40 years, spring Chinese
cabbage with strong winterness has been selected to meet the market demand. Here, we report a genome
variation map of Chinese cabbage generated from the resequencing data of 194 geographically diverse
accessions of three ecotypes. In-depth analyses of the selection sweeps and genome-wide patterns
revealed that spring Chinese cabbage was selected from a specific population of autumn Chinese
cabbage around the area of Shandong peninsula in northern China. We identified 23 genomic loci that
underwent intensive selection, and further demonstrated by gene expression and haplotype analyses
that the incorporation of elite alleles of VERNALISATION INSENTIVE 3.1 (BrVIN3.1) and FLOWER LOCUS
C 1 (BrFLC1) is a determinant genetic source of variation during selection. Moreover, we showed that
the quantitative response of BrVIN3.1 to cold due to the sequence variations in the cis elements of the
BrVIN3.1 promoter significantly contributes to bolting-time variation in Chinese cabbage. Collectively,
our study provides valuable insights into the genetic basis of spring Chinese cabbage selection and will
facilitate the breeding of bolting-resistant varieties by molecular-marker-assisted selection, transgenic
or gene editing approaches.
Key words: Chinese cabbage, selection, vernalization, flowering time, VERNALISATION INSENTIVE 3, FLOWER
LOCUS C 1
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INTRODUCTION
The annual production of Chinese cabbage in Asia yields over 50
megatons, composing of about 70% of the world’s output (Food
and Agriculture Organization, 2016). Archaeological evidence
suggests that the domestication of Chinese cabbage can
be traced back to 6000 years ago in China (Liu, 1985).
After being fully domesticated by 500 years ago (Cheng

et al., 2016), Chinese cabbage has been subject to intensive
selection efforts to adapt to diverse agro-environments. Heading
Chinese cabbage was cultivated only in the autumn, and was first
recorded by ‘‘Compendium of Materia Medica, 1591’’ (Li, 2003) in
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China. Based on genetic and taxonomic analyses, it was reported
that the autumn Chinese cabbage originated in temperate central
China (Li, 1981) and was subsequently introduced to the south
and north of China as well as Japan and Korea (Rural Culture
Association, 1989; Ramchiary et al., 2011). In south China, a
heat-resistant Chinese cabbage was selected to adapt to the
subtropical environment. Nowadays, these varieties have been
expanded to the whole of China and are designated summer
Chinese cabbage. On the other hand, the expansion of
cultivation saw Chinese cabbage introduced to Korea and
Japan 400 and 150 years ago, respectively. Incorporation
of new genetic resources and the exposure to various
climates has enabled the production of diverse varieties and
gradual cultivation extension (Rural Culture Association, 1989;
Ramchiary et al., 2011). About 40 years ago, some late-bolting
varieties were bred in Korea and Japan and were then introduced
back to China. These varieties were found to adapt well to the
climate conditions of the cold early spring in China. For these
unique properties, new varieties derived from these late-bolting
varieties were extended widely for off-season production to
meet the annual demand for Chinese cabbage. The spring
Chinese cabbage finally became a new important ecotype in its
own right.

(Wang et al., 2011a, 2011b, 2011c; Raman et al., 2016; Yi et al.,
2018).

Shifting the seasonal timing is a major goal of plant breeding
efforts to produce novel varieties that are better adapted to
local environments and changing climatic conditions. Unlike in
traditional autumn Chinese cabbage cultivation, spring varieties
are sown during the early spring and harvested before
summer. Thus, one key feature of the spring Chinese cabbage
is that seedlings still need to go through a lengthy period of
low-temperature exposure to grow into adult plants with edible
leafy heads. Therefore, bolting-resistance is a dominant objective
of spring Chinese cabbage breeding. To ensure bolting occurs in
favorable conditions, many plants bolt only after a period of
vernalization (Gassner, 1918). The different requirements for
vernalization are an important trait in crop breeding and have
resulted in the availability of winter-, summer-, and spring-sown
varieties, significantly extending the temporal-spatial range for
the farming of many crops. An understanding of vernalizationmediated flowering has emerged from Arabidopsis. The pathways conferring a requirement for and ability to respond to
vernalization converge on the regulation of FLC (FLOWERING
LOCUS C), a central floral repressor (Michaels and Amasino,
1999; Sheldon et al., 1999). FRIGIDA (FRI) activates FLC
expression and represses flowering (Johanson et al., 2000);
whereas during cold, the lowered FLC expression is mediated
and maintained by the VIN3 (VERNALISATION INSENTIVE 3)
and VERNALISATION genes (Gendall et al., 2001; Levy et al.,
2002; Sung and Amasino, 2004). Genetic variations of FRI and
FLC are major factors of flowering-time variation in Arabidopsis,
and attenuation of FLC activity provides an alternative
mechanism to achieve early-bolting behavior in wild varieties
(Michaels et al., 2003; Caicedo et al., 2004; Engelmann and
Purugganan, 2006). In Brassica crops, BrFLC homologs act
similarly to FLC in Arabidopsis (Osborn et al., 1997; Schranz
et al., 2002; Yuan et al., 2009; Kakizaki et al., 2011; Hou et al.,
2012; Irwin et al., 2016), and a big part of the differences in
flowering time is due to variations at FLC. However, besides
FLCs, genetic variations at other loci (such as FRI and FT) and
their effects on flowering-time control were also widely reported
2
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Strong selective signals for the shaping of leafy heads and the
avoidance of tuberous roots during Chinese cabbage domestication were identified (Cheng et al., 2016). However, there are very
few studies on the identification of genomic loci that have
undergone selection due to modern breeding. With the
selection of new varieties and ecotypes that were adapted to
diverse agro-environments, Chinese cabbage represents a
unique genetic resource for understanding the role of modern
selection in the formation of such an all-season crop. In this
study, we focus our study on the following three questions to
elucidate the evolutionary and selective history of Chinese
cabbage: (1) which type of Chinese cabbage served as the progenitor; (2) where was the geographic origin of spring Chinese
cabbage; and (3) what is the genetic basis during spring Chinese
cabbage selection. We present detailed phenotypic and genomic
data of 194 lines from three ecotypes. The geographic origin and
selective dynamics of the spring Chinese cabbage were then
elucidated. We demonstrated that the elite allelic assembly of
BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1, working as a module, is a major genetic
source of variations during selection.

RESULTS
Population Structure of Chinese Cabbage
We sequenced the 194 lines (Supplemental Table 1 [S1] and
Figure 1A) with 103 coverage on average and generated 2.1 Tb
of raw data. We finally got 1 208 499 and 416 070 high-quality
SNPs and insertions/deletions (InDels; minor allele frequency
[MAF] > 0.05, integrity rate >0.8) (Table 1 and Supplemental
Tables 2 and 3).
We then determined the phylogenetic relationships of the
194 lines. The 194 lines can be empirically divided into three
ecotypes (Figure 1B), designated as spring (n = 40), summer
(n = 37), and autumn (n = 117) Chinese cabbage, respectively.
To understand the degree of genetic admixture in the
populations, we performed STRUCTURE analysis (Figure 1C).
Our DK analysis revealed that four populations represent the
best model for these 194 lines (Supplemental Table 4). We
increased K from 2 to 10 (Figure 1C). For K = 2 or 3, spring
Chinese cabbage was clearly separated from other groups. For
K = 4, the autumn Chinese cabbage was separated into two
groups, denoted as Aut 1 and Aut 2 (n = 55, 62) (Figure 1B and
1C), which was also supported by principal component analysis
(PCA) (Figure 1D).
Furthermore, the results showed that the spring group was positioned at the most distant point from the root of the neighborjoining (N-J) tree, while Aut 2 was closest to the root and Aut 1
was found at an intermediate position between Aut 2 and spring
Chinese cabbage (Figure 1B). The new feature of the spring group
was further supported by its lower nucleotide diversity (p) and
higher decay (r2 of half maximum) of linkage disequilibrium (LD)
compared with other groups (Table 1 and Supplemental
Figure 1A). Together, these findings prompted us to propose a
Chinese cabbage selection map across the East Asian region,
illustrating the initial selection of Aut 1 from Aut 2 Chinese
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Figure 1. Geographic Origins, Phylogeny,
Genetic Structure, Principal Components,
and Gene Flow Analyses in 194 Chinese Cabbage Lines.
(A) Geographic origins of the 194 lines.
(B) Neighbor-joining (N-J) tree of the 194 lines.
A rooted phylogenetic tree of the 194 lines was
constructed based on 385 754 SNPs using the N-J
method under the Kimura 2-parameter model
implement in MEGA-CC (v7.0); 1000 replicates of
bootstrap. The tree was rooted with the Brassica
oleracea genome (V2.2).
(C) ADMIXTURE model-based clustering analysis of the 194 lines using STRUCTURE with
the number of ancestry kinship (K) from 2 to 10.
Four populations represent the best model
for these 194 lines (Supplemental Table 4).
Each color represents one putative ancestry
background, the Y axis quantifies group
membership, and the X axis shows the different
accessions.
(D) Principal component analysis (PCA) of diversity
in the Chinese cabbage collection using the first
two principal components.
(E) The gene flow (migration rate) pattern was
evaluated among Aut 1, Aut 2, spring, and
summer Chinese cabbage using the BayesAss
method. Brassica oleracea was used as the
outgroup. 0.12 (0.011), migration rate (standard
deviation).
Taxa in (A), (B), (D), and (E) are represented by
different colors: Aut 2 (blue), Aut 1 (azure), spring
(green), and summer (brown) Chinese cabbage.
See also Supplemental Figure 1.

cabbage in China, and the subsequent generation of spring
Chinese cabbage from the Aut 1 group in Japan and Korea.
The selection map was further confirmed by gene flow pattern
(Figure 1E) and pairwise FST analyses (Supplemental Table 5).

Extensive Bolting-Time Variation among Different
Chinese Cabbage
Late bolting is the dominant objective during spring Chinese cabbage breeding. We then focused on vernalization response and
bolting-time variations among different ecotypes and lines.
DTBV (days to bolting after vernalization) (Yang et al., 2007; Liu
et al., 2016) without vernalization (V ) and with 1- to 6-week
vernalization (V+1–6w) were evaluated to investigate vernalization
response. Under V conditions, only 17 lines bolted (16 from
the summer group and one from the autumn group), and the other
177 lines did not bolt within 6 months (Supplemental Figure 2).
While under V+1–6w conditions, an acceleration of flowering
began after cold exposure and the acceleration became greater
after longer cold exposure. However, different ecotypes
showed different winter habits. At each time point, the spring
lines require the longest time to bolt, while the summer lines
bolted earliest, with autumn lines in an intermediate position
(Figure 2A). Besides, a 5-week cold treatment was required for
all spring lines to bolt (except the three non-bolt lines,

Supplemental Figure 2), while the length of time decreased to 2
and 4 weeks for summer and autumn lines, respectively
(Figure 2A).
We detailed the data at V+5w for further analysis. BIV (bolting index after vernalization, Yang et al., 2007) was evaluated to
investigate bolting-time variation. Under V+5w, 191 of the 194
lines bolted with average BIV+5w = 52.5, and plants showed
significant differences in the BIV+5w between different ecotypes
(Figure 2B and Supplemental Table 1 [S1, S3, and S4]). The
average BIV+5w of spring, summer, and autumn lines was 19.1,
52.2, and 81.0, respectively (Figure 2B and Supplemental
Table 1 [S1]). We noticed that the spring lines showed the
lowest average BIV+5w, while the autumn showed the widest
range of BIV+5w variation among the three ecotypes (Figure 2B).

Genetic Basis of Spring Chinese Cabbage Selection
To identify candidate genomic regions selected during spring
Chinese cabbage breeding, we used the XP-CLR method to
compare the spring and Aut 1 Chinese cabbage. Using regions
with the top 5% of XP-CLR values (Spring/Aut 1), we identified
66 selective regions (Figure 3A and Supplemental Table 6
[S1 and S2]). We then recruited FST analyses to further define
the selective regions. Another 70 highly differentiated loci with
Molecular Plant --, 1–17, -- 2018 ª The Author 2018.
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Aut + Spr + Sum

Sample size
Variants

SNPs

LD

Sum

Spr

Aut (All)

194

55

62

37

40

117

1 012 035

1 042 466

1 003 729

808 597

1 123 079

7145

37 459

13 962

5056

416 070

349 671

380 731

346 809

277 557

Unique InDels

c

Aut 2

1 208 499

Unique SNPsa
Indels

Aut 1

388 390

2632

14 030

4732

1767

b

p (310 3)

1.19

1.11

1.16

1.12

0.89

1.19

Tajima’s D

3.76

1.87

2.81

1.58

1.21

2.72

LD decay (kb; r2 = 0.2)

17.29

33.3

21.42

40.03

108

17.29

LD decay (kb; half
maximum r2)

4.98

6.72

5.84

7.61

14.28

4.98

LD blocks

62 690

43 065

55 374

40 945

22 136

59 717

d

<1 kb

38 044 (60.69%)

22 949
(53.29%)

32 315
(58.36%)

21 320
(52.07%)

9866
(44.57%)

35 690
(59.77%)

1–10 kb

19 388 (30.93%)

14 799
(34.36%)

17 951
(32.42%)

14 601
(35.66%)

7707
(34.82%)

18 775
(31.44%)

>10 kb

5258 (8.39%)

5317
(12.35%)

5108
(9.22%)

5024
(12.27%)

4563
(20.61%)

5252
(8.79%)

Table 1. General Information on Genetic Variation in the 194 Chinese Cabbage Lines.
a

Unique SNPs and InDels are variations specific to each group.
p, nucleotide diversity within each group. p was calculated on the basis of the genotypes of each line at the SNP positions using BioPerl. The new feature
of the spring group was supported by its lower p (0.89 3 10 3) than that in the summer (1.12 3 10 3), Aut 1 (1.11 3 10 3), and Aut 2 (1.16 3 10 3) Chinese
cabbage.
c
LD (linkage disequilibrium) blocks were calculated on the basis of SNPs with minor allele frequency (MAF) greater than 0.05 using Haploview software.
Three ecotypes or four groups were separated, and SNPs in each population were extracted to perform the analysis. LD decay was calculated based on
squared correlation coefficient (r2) by pairwise physical distance between SNPs.
d
The proportion of each size of LD blocks with different lengths in different ecotypes or groups.
b

FST values greater than 0.28 (5% threshold, 0.12 at the wholegenome level) were detected (Figure 3B and Supplemental
Table 6 [S1 and S3]), and 26 of them were located in the 66 XPCLR loci (Supplemental Table 6 [S4]). In order to improve the
prediction accuracy, we evaluated the nucleotide diversity
(Supplemental Figure 3, middle plots) for each chromosome.
We then identified potential candidate selection loci by using
the p ratio approach (Aut/spring) described in Duan et al.
(2017). Three of the 26 sweeps derived from overlapping
analysis of XP-CLR and FST were not shared with those by the
p ratio approach and were thus excluded. We then focused our
study on the remaining 23 candidate regions (Supplemental
Table 7), comprising 9.00 Mb and 1599 genes, which
corresponds to 3.16% and 3.72% of the assembled genome
and coding genes.

Candidate Genomic Regions and Genes Associated
with Bolting-Time Variation during Selection
We constructed a sequence-based bin map (Supplemental
Figure 4 and Supplemental Table 8 [S1]) and performed QTL
mapping to identify bolting-time-associated regions by using
the double haploid (DH) BYMM population. In total, we mapped
seven QTLs (LOD >3) (Figure 3C, Supplemental Figure 5 and
Supplemental Table 8 [S2]). QTLs ftA02.1 and ftA10.1 were
found to overlap with the two selective regions, A02:5 670
001-5 885 000 (gQTLA02.1) and A10:13 495 001-14 280 000
(gQTL10.1) (Figure 3A–3C, Supplemental Table 7 and
Supplemental Table 8 [S2]). As there was repeated detection of
4
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the two QTLs across different years and their substantial
contribution to the phenotypic variation, we speculated that
they were involved in bolting-time control (Supplemental
Table 8 [S2]).
The physical intervals of the two candidate regions harbored
32 and 184 genes, respectively. Screening of the above genes
by RNA-seq, seven genes (BrTCH4 [xyloglucan hydrolase],
BrVIN3.1, BrAHA3 [hydrogen-exporting ATPase], BrFLC1,
BrPK [pyruvate kinase], BrPDE340 [pigment defective], and
BrFLS1 [flavonol synthase]) were differently expressed during
vernalization (Supplemental Table 9). Both VIN3 and FLC have
been shown to be active regulators in flowering-time control in
Arabidopsis. In addition, BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1 were further
found to be located on two LD blocks, from 5.683 to 5.796 Mb
(113 kb) and from 13.845 to 13.887 Mb (42 kb), on
chromosome A02 and A10 (Figure 3D and 3E), respectively,
indicating a strong signature of selection of the two genes.
Thus, we chose BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1 as our candidate genes
for bolting-time selection during spring Chinese cabbage
cultivation.

Haplotypes of BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1 and Their Effects on
Bolting Time
Nine variants in the promoter region of BrVIN3.1 were identified
to be significantly (p < 0.05) associated with phenotypic variation (Figure 4A). The 194 lines were then classified into five
groups according to the haplotype of BrVIN3.1 (Figure 4A,
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icantly (p < 0.05) associated with BIV+5w. The 194 genotypes were
then classified into two main groups and one minor haplotype
group (BrFLC1H1/H1, BrFLC1H2/H2, BrFLC1H3/H3; n = 64, 81, 6,
respectively) with average BIV+5w values of 31.5, 66.5, and
57.0, respectively (Figure 4C). In autumn Chinese cabbage,
only 39% (32/82) of lines carried BrFLC1H1/H1, however the
frequency increased to 96.9% (31/32) in the spring group
(Figure 4D). The interdependent changing trends of BIV+5w
value and BrFLC1H1/H1 frequency suggests a strong selection
of BrFLC1H1/H1 in spring Chinese cabbage.

Figure 2. Population Phenotypic Differentiation for Bolting
Time.
(A) Distribution of bolting-time variation (expressed as DTBV and
DTBV+1–6w) in spring, summer, and autumn Chinese cabbage. The A, C,
and ✦ at each time points is the mean of DTBV; the vertical bars indicate
the standard deviation. The Y axis shows the average DTBV values for
each ecotype at V and V+1–6w. The X axis shows the time courses for cold
treatment. DTBV, days to bolting after vernalization. V and V+1–6w were
defined as the length of time at 4 C under long-day regime for 0 and 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, and 6 weeks.
(B) Box plots of detailed data for BIV+5w. Box-and-whisker plots,
representing the three Chinese cabbage ecotypes (Spr, n = 40;
Sum, n = 37; Aut, n = 117), displaying highest and lowest quartiles
around the median (box) and 1.5 times the interquartile range
(whiskers); the remaining data are indicated by dots. The black line
and numerical values in each box are the median and mean values
of BIV+5w.
Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences (one-way ANOVA,
a = 0.05, ***p < 0.001) in the DTBV+5w (A) or BIV+5w (B) between different
Chinese cabbage ecotypes For detailed information, see Supplemental
Table 1 (S3 and S4). See also Supplemental Figure 2.

only lines with both available phenotypic and genotypic data
were used for analysis). Haplotype 1 (BrVIN3.1H1/H1, n = 63),
was found to be the largest group with an average BIV+5w
value of 43.4; whereas haplotype 2 (BrVIN3.1H2/H2, n = 61) is
the second largest group with an average BIV+5w = 61.4.
Hap3–5 are minor groups, comprising a few lines (n = 7, 3, 4),
with averaged BIV+5w of 58.9, 58.5, and 39.8, respectively.
Haplotype analysis was then performed in spring and
autumn Chinese cabbage, respectively; only lines carrying
BrVIN3.1H1/H1 or BrVIN3.1H2/H2 were used for analysis
because of their dominant (91.6%) frequency in the
population. In the Aut group, the BIV+5w value of the
BrVIN3.1H2/H2 lines was 58.4, while it decreased to 38.5 in
the BrVIN3.1H1/H1 lines (the frequency of BrVIN3.1H1/H1 was
only 30% [21/70]). In spring Chinese cabbage, however, the
BIV+5w value further decreased to 21.6 and the frequency of
BrVIN3.1H1/H1 increased to 92.6% (25/27) (Figure 4B). We
speculated that (1) the decreasing BIV+5w value from the
BrVIN3.1H2/H2 to BrVIN3.1H1/H1 lines in the Aut group indicates
a substantial contribution of BrVIN3.1H1/H1 to bolting time; (2)
the increasing frequency of BrVIN3.1H1/H1 from Aut to spring
Chinese cabbage suggests a strong selection of this
haplotype during selection; (3) the further decreasing BIV+5w
value from the autumn BrVIN3.1H1/H1 to spring BrVIN3.1H1/H1
lines reveals that many other genes (such as BrFLC1) also
underwent selection from Aut to spring Chinese cabbage.
Simultaneously, based on the SNP data of BrFLC1 from resequencing, 15 of these polymorphisms were identified to be signif-

BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1 Are Active Factors in Spring
Chinese Cabbage Selection
As combinations of allelic variants of different genes may modulate
phenotypic response, different assemblies of BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1
and genotype-phenotype associations were then analyzed. Polymorphism data of both BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1 were available in 75
autumn lines (Supplemental Table 1 [S1]), and these lines fall into
four groups: BrVIN3.1H1/H1/BrFLC1H1/H1 (n = 17), BrVIN3.1H1/H1/
BrFLC1H2/H2 (n = 7), BrVIN3.1H2/H2/BrFLC1H1/H1 (n = 14), and
BrVIN3.1H2/H2/BrFLC1H2/H2 (n = 37). We found that the
BrVIN3.1H2/H2/BrFLC1H2/H2 group bolted earliest (average BIV+5w
60.6), followed by the BrVIN3.1H1/H1/BrFLC1H2/H2 and
BrVIN3.1H2/H2/BrFLC1H1/H1 groups (BIV+5w = 50.6 and 49.3,
respectively), while the BrVIN3.1H1/H1/BrFLC1H1/H1 group bolted
latest with an average BIV+5w of 32.4 (Figure 5A). Intriguingly, only
22.6% of autumn lines carried BrVIN3.1H1/H1/BrFLC1H1/H1,
whereas the frequency increased to 92.6% in the spring group
with an average BIV+5w of 21.6 (Figure 5B). Therefore, we
designated BrVIN3.1H1/H1/BrFLC1H1/H1 as the vernalizationinsensitive assembly, and this assembly was selected in spring
Chinese cabbage.
To further address the genetic interactions of BrVIN3.1 and
BrFLC1, the WMXG F2 population generated from F1 crosses between a BrVIN3.1H1/H1/BrFLC1H1/H1 spring line ‘‘CR(WM)’’ and a
BrVIN3.1H2/H2/BrFLC1H2/H2 autumn line ‘‘XGZ’’ was used for
haplotype analysis. Under V+5w conditions, early bolting was
dominant over late bolting (Figure 5C and Supplemental
Table 10 [S1]). The 161 individuals were then genotyped and
grouped into nine classes (Figure 5D and Supplemental
Table 10 [S1]). We found that BrVIN3.1H2/H2/BrFLC1H2/H2 lines
bolted earliest (average BIV+5w 77.1), while BrVIN3.1H1/H1/
BrFLC1H1/H1 lines bolted much later than any other group
(average BIV+5w 15.5). Furthermore, we found that under the
same BrFLC1 background, bolting time was progressively
delayed by BrVIN3.1H2/H2, BrVIN3.1H1/H2, and BrVIN3.1H1/H1,
implying that BrVIN3.1 may depend on dosage for its
full activity (Figure 5D). We also noticed that, while the
BrVIN3.1H1/H1 allele delayed bolting in any of the BrFLC1H1/H1,
BrFLC1H1/H2, or BrFLC1H2/H2 backgrounds, this effect was
strongest in the BrFLC1H1/H1 background, and similar for
BrVIN3.1H1/H2 or BrVIN3.1H2/H2, implying that BrVIN3.1 may
depend on BrFLC1 for its full activity.

Quantitative Response of BrVIN3.1 to Cold
As the nine significant polymorphisms are all located in the promoter, we assayed the BrVIN3.1 transcription levels in seedlings
that had been vernalized for different cold duration (Supplemental
Table 11 [S1]). To eliminate the genetic effect of different BrFLC1
Molecular Plant --, 1–17, -- 2018 ª The Author 2018.
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Figure 3. Whole-Genome Screening, QTL
Mapping, and LD Heatmap Analysis of Selective Regions.
(A) Genome-wide distribution of XP-CLR values
using spring and Aut 1 Chinese cabbage. The Aut 1
group was used as the object population. The
horizontal blue line corresponds to the top 5%
(R17.85) of the XP-CLR values.
(B) Highly divergent regions between the spring
and Aut 1 Chinese cabbage. The FST values are
plotted against the position on each chromosome.
The horizontal blue line indicates the genome-wide
threshold (5%, R0.28) of differentiation signals.
(C) Two bolting-time associated QTLs ftA02.1 and
ftA10.1 (black lines) were mapped by genetic
analysis of the BYMM DH population. The peak
SNPs of the two overlapping candidate regions
of FST and XP-CLR on A02 (gQTLA02.1,
A02:5 670 001-5 885 000) and A10 (gQTLA10.1,
A10:13 495 001-14 280 000) are located within
ftA02.1 and ftA10.1, respectively. The black and
yellow dotted lines indicate QTL mapping and FST
analysis, respectively.
(D and E) Local FST maps (D) and LD heatmaps (E)
of the regions surrounding the FST peak SNPs
of gQTLA02.1 and gQTLA10.1, respectively.
BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1 were found to be located on
two LD blocks (E), from 5.683 to 5.796 Mb (113 kb)
and from 13.845 to 13.887 Mb (42 kb) on chromosome A02 and A10, respectively. Red dots (D)
indicate the positions of BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1,
respectively. Black triangles (E) indicate the positions of the two LD blocks.
In (A) and (B), some well-characterized flowering
genes located in selection regions are shown in
red; every red dot is an SNP located in the corresponding gene bodies. VIN3.1, Bra020445;
FLC1, Bra009055; FLC2, Bra028599; PRC2.3,
Polycomb repressive complex 2, Bra022541;
AP2.2, APETALA 2, Bra017809; PRC2.1,
Bra032169; CSTF77, Cleavage stimulation factor,
Bra016588.
See also Supplemental Figures 3–5.

alleles, we chose 25 BrVIN3.1H1/H1/BrFLC1H1/H1 and seven
BrVIN3.1H2/H2/BrFLC1H1/H1 lines for analysis. The BIV+5w values
of these 32 lines ranged from 0.00 to 99.1 (Supplemental
Table 11 [S1]). There was a significant difference (p = 0.048) of
BrVIN3.1 transcript level between the two groups at V+2w (oneway analysis of variance analysis [ANOVA], a = 0.05), but not at
any other time (Supplemental Table 11 [S2]).
We calculated the Spearman’s rank correlation between
BrVIN3.1 expression levels and BIV+5w values. However, we
found that BIV+5w had no significant correlation with BrVIN3.1
expression level at any time. Intriguingly, BIV+5w strongly correlated (n = 29, [coefficient] r = 0.56, p = 1.77 3 10 3) with the
increasing ratio of BrVIN3.1 expression at V+2w, but not at any
other time (Supplemental Table 11 [S1]). BrVIN3.1 expression
variation of V+2w/V+1w accounted for 30.8% (R2) of the BIV+5w
variation, and BrVIN3.1 responds faster to cold in BrVIN3.1H2/H2
Chinese cabbage (Figure 6A and 6B).
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BrFLC1 transcription levels were also assayed in the 32
lines (Supplemental Table 11 [S4]). There was a significant
difference (n = 32, p = 0.024) in BrFLC1 transcript level
between the BrVIN3.1H1/H1/BrFLC1H1/H1 and BrVIN3.1H2/H2/
BrFLC1H1/H1 groups at V+5w (ANOVA, a = 0.05, Supplemental
Table 11 [S4]). In addition, BrFLC1 expression correlated with
BIV+5w at r = 0.49 (p = 4.6 3 10 3) and accounted for 23.8%
(R2) of the BIV+5w variation (Supplemental Table 11 [S5]).

Mutations in the Promoter Confers BrVIN3.1
Vernalization Response Variation
As the BrVIN3.1orfs from both BrVIN3.1H1/H1 and BrVIN3.1H2/H2
lines driven by an AtVIN3 promoter complemented the
vin3-4 phenotype to the same extent in Arabidopsis
(Figure 7A and 7B and Supplemental Figure 6A and 6B)
and BrVIN3.1orf driven by BrVIN3.1H2/H2pro promoted the
floral transition in BrVIN3.1H1/H1/BrFLC1H1/H1 Chinese
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Figure 4. Haplotype Analysis of BrVIN3.1 and
BrFLC1 in 194 Lines.
Haplotype analysis of BrVIN3.1 (A and B) and
BrFLC1 (C and D). Variants in BrVIN3.1 or BrFLC1
that are significantly associated with BIV+5w were
used for analysis. The alteration of allelic frequencies and BIV+5w of BrVIN3.1 (B) and BrFLC1
(D) in autumn (Aut) and spring (Spr) Chinese cabbage. The numerical values in each box are the
mean values of BIV+5w. In (A and C), Pos. denotes
the positions of an SNP or InDel of the start codons
(+1) of BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1. Hap denotes the
haplotypes of BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1. n denotes
the number of lines belonging to each haplotype
group.

cabbage line M500 (Supplemental Figure 6F–6K), we thus
proposed that variants in the BrVIN3.1 promoter might
contribute to the vernalization response variation. We then
constructed BrVIN3.1H1/H1pro::GUS and BrVIN3.1H2/H2pro::
GUS (Supplemental Figure 6D and 6E) transgenic
Arabidopsis plants to compare their activities in driving gene
expression under short-day conditions. When the promoter
fragments of the two alleles were compared without vernalization (V ), GUS expression was undetectable in both (Figure 7C
and 7J). During cold treatment, GUS was first detected in
BrVIN3.1H2/H2pro::GUS plants at V+1w, then induced in both
plants at V+2w, before increasing to the highest levels at
V+5w, and again became undetectable within 5 days of
returning to 22 C/20 C (V+5wT5d) (Figure 7C–7E, 7G, 7I–7L,
7N, and 7P). At V+2w and V+5w, strong GUS signals were
detected in young leaves (especially leaf veins, indentations,
and tips) and taproot and lateral root tips in both plants
(Figure 7E, 7G, 7L, and 7N). However, the temporal
expression pattern of the two alleles showed significant
differences. We found that the total GUS activities in
BrVIN3.1H2/H2pro::GUS plants at V+1w and V+2w were
significantly higher (p = 1.9 and 7.2 3 10 3) than that in
BrVIN3.1H1/H1pro::GUS plants (Figure 7Q), suggesting a rapid
induction of GUS driven by BrVIN3.1H2/H2pro.
During a spring Chinese growing season, the days lengthen
and the nights shorten. PlantCARE analysis found that four
of the nine variants produced insertions of three lightresponsive cis elements (LRE) and a deletion of a heat stress
responsiveness motif in the BrVIN3.1H1/H1 promoter
(Supplemental Figure 6C). All inserted cis elements are
reported to be involved in light or photoperiod
responsiveness. We then detected the BrVIN3.1H1/H1pro::GUS
and BrVIN3.1H2/H2pro::GUS activities under a long-day
photoperiod and comparison between short-day and long-day
conditions was conducted. GUS staining (Figure 7E, 7F, 7L,
and 7M) and activity examination (Figure 7Q) further
suggested that both BrVIN3.1H1/H1pro and BrVIN3.1H2/H2pro
activities were significantly reduced under long-day conditions
at V+2w (p = 0.041 and 0.0032). Surprisingly, we found longday conditions almost blocked GUS activity in roots in
BrVIN3.1H1/H1pro::GUS lines but not in BrVIN3.1H2/H2pro lines
(Figure 7G, 7H, 7N, and 7O).

Epigenetic Silencing of BrFLC1 by BrVIN3.1
There are four functional FLC copies in Chinese cabbage. To
identify potential target FLC paralogs for the BrVIN3.1 protein,
chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) was performed using antibodies against BrVIN3.1 (Supplemental Figure 7). During cold,
BrVIN3.1 accumulates only at the loci of the BrFLC1 and
BrFLC2 paralogs but not at the BrFLC3 and BrFLC5 loci
(Figure 8A). We also noticed that BrVIN3.1 enrichment at
BrFLC1 chromatin was 3-fold higher than that at BrFLC2
(Figure 8C), indicating BrFLC1 is the primary target of BrVIN3.1.
Further comparisons between three BrVIN3.1H1/H1/BrFLC1H1/H1
lines (JF3, M500, and BLGW) and three BrVIN3.1H2/H2/
BrFLC1H1/H1 lines (A8J, X4SK, and FQZ6) were performed.
The BIV+5w of the six lines were 0, 0, 3.1 and 69.6, 73.3, 99.1,
respectively. BrVIN3.1 enrichment at the BrFLC1 locus exhibited
similar intragroup, but significantly different intergroup (only data
for FQZ6 and M500 are shown). There was no enrichment of
BrVIN3.1 at BrFLC1 chromatin in both genotypes of nonvernalized (V ) plants. Enrichment was then gradually increased
during the cold (V+1w, V+2w, and V+5w) but almost disappeared
when the plants returned to warm temperatures (V+5wT5d)
(Figure 8B). However, different genotypes exhibited
a significant difference in BrVIN3.1 enrichment during
vernalization. At V+2w, BrVIN3.1 was enriched 1.8-fold in
FQZ6 compared with that in M500 (Figure 8D), indicating rapid
and strong interaction of BrVIN3.1 with BrFLC1 chromatin in
BrVIN3.1H2/H2 lines.

DISCUSSION
Historical documentation demonstrates that five kinds of Chinese cabbage with diverse agronomic traits from different
regions of China spread to Korea and Japan during the Ming
and Qing dynasties. At least two reasonably different spreading
routes were recorded: Chinese cabbage was (1) directly
shipped to Korea/Japan; (2) first spread to Northeast China
and finally to Korea/Japan (Supplemental Figure 8) (Rural
Culture Association, 1989). After centuries of selection, spring
Chinese cabbage was finally generated after many crossdifferentiation-selection cycles. However, molecular evidence
of the exact geographic origin, selective route, and genetic
Molecular Plant --, 1–17, -- 2018 ª The Author 2018.
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Figure 5. Allelic Combinations of BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1 and Their Effects on Bolting Time.
(A) Box plots of BIV+5w based on different allelic combinations of BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1 in autumn Chinese cabbage.
(B) The alteration of allelic combination frequencies and BIV+5w of different assemblies of BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1 in autumn (Aut) and spring (Spr) Chinese
cabbage.
(C) Frequency distribution and alteration of BIV+5w in the F2 population. Black arrows indicate BIV+5w values of the parents and F1. Bold black arrow
indicates the average BIV+5w value of the F2 progenies. Bolting time of the F2 population showed a continuous distribution, with average BIV+5w = 36.7. F1
plants bolted with a BIV+5w of 46.4, which significantly biased toward early bolting. BIV+5w of CR(WM) and XGZ = 3.57 and 76.8, respectively. The X axis
shows the BIV+5w values from 0 to 100. The Y axis shows the number of lines.
(D) Allelic effects of different assemblies of BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1 on BIV+5w in the F2 population. The X axis shows allelic combinations of BrVIN3.1 and
BrFLC1.
Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences (one-way ANOVA, a = 0.05, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001) in the BIV+5w (A and D) between
different allelic groups. For detailed information see Supplemental Table 1 (S5) and Supplemental Table 10 (S2).

basis of spring Chinese cabbage has been limited. Genomic
data from resequencing of a large number of genotypes has
been proven to be powerful tool for analyzing the evolutionary,
domestication, and selective history of major crops (Gepts,
2014; Swinnen et al., 2016). We thus used nearly 200
lines with clear pedigrees and wide geographic distribution
to ensure an accurate study of spring Chinese cabbage
selection. Our genome-wide pattern and haplotype analyses
strongly imply that Chinese cabbage was spread via direct shipment to Korea/Japan (option 1) and demonstrate that the progenitor of spring Chinese cabbage came from the Aut 1 Chinese
cabbage. The results also provide a fundamental explanation of
the demographic history and evolutionary position of different
Chinese cabbage ecotypes.
The ‘‘founder effect’’ happens occasionally during selection and/or evolution, which can lead to dramatic reduction of genetic diversity along the whole genome in the new population (Mayr,
1942). In our study, a large part of the genetic diversity was
lost in spring Chinese cabbage, which might be caused by
the founder effect. However, reduced p can also arise from
strong selection and/or the admixture of genetically distinct
8
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populations (Chakraborty and Weiss, 1988; Bray et al., 2010).
To identify which is the most likely possibility, we compared p
values of spring and Aut 1 Chinese cabbage across the whole
genome. As indicated in Supplemental Figure 3 (middle plots),
spring Chinese cabbage retains less nucleotide diversity than
the Aut 1 group in a great many, if not most, areas of the
genome (see chromosome A01 as a typical example), which is
consistent with our p calculation (Table 1). However, p values
of the spring and Aut 1 groups are also found to be close to
each other in plenty large areas across the whole genome (see
chromosome A08 as a typical example), which cannot be a
consequence of the founder effect. Therefore, the reduced
diversity in spring Chinese cabbage could be the result of
selection and/or population admixture rather than founder
effects.
The use of natural genetic variations in breeding continues to
underpin the improvement of major crops (Henry and Nevo,
2014). Identifying the mechanisms by which selection of
genetic variants have permitted crops to flourish in diverse
environments simultaneously provide the knowledge and
germplasm to select resilient varieties to cope with wider
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Figure 6. Regression Analysis of Bolting
Time and Relative Ratio of BrVIN3.1 Expression at V+2w Expressed as (BrVIN3.1 Expression at V+2w)/(BrVIN3.1 Expression at V+1w).
(A) BIV+5w was regressed on the relative ratio of
BrVIN3.1 expression. Chinese cabbage lines with
red arrows were used for epigenetic analysis of
BrFLC1 and BrVIN3.1 (shown in Figure 8).
(B) Box plot of the relative ratio of BrVIN3.1
expression.

temporal-spatial agro-environments. In most plants, flowering
time is possibly the most vital factor to environmental adaptation/selection. We have shown that BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1, two
regulators in flowering-time control, were under strong selection
during spring Chinese cabbage breeding after genome-wide genotype 3 phenotype analysis. Liu et al. (2016) and Wang et al.
(2018) mapped a QTL in which BrVIN3.1 was detected by using
a DH population (derived from an F1 of spring 3 summer lines)
and a chromosome segment substitution (CSSL) population
(derived from spring [donor parent] 3 rapid-cycling lines), respectively. This QTL overlaps with our gQTLA02.1. In Shah et al.
(2018), Bna.VIN3.A2 was the only candidate gene that showed
positive results from genetic and association mapping for
flowering time in Brassica napus. Meanwhile, different labs have
reported that BrFLC1 was linked to QTLs that control bolting
time in Chinese cabbage (Schranz et al., 2002; Yuan et al.,
2009; Kakizaki et al., 2011). These robust QTLs suggest that
BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1 confer a strong effect on bolting-time
control. However, they did not investigate the role of the two
genes in Chinese cabbage selection. In Arabidopsis, both FLC
and VIN3 were found to colocalize with flowering-time QTLs in
a RIL population under either chamber or field conditions in
both the northernmost and southernmost margins of the native
range of Arabidopsis in Europe (Grillo et al., 2013; Dittmar et al.,
2014; Ågren et al., 2017). The two QTLs harboring VIN3 and
FLC could explain 30% and 39% (but no combined allelic
analysis was conducted) of the flowering-time variation,
respectively (Ågren et al., 2017). However, whether these
causative QTLs/genes have relevance to adaptation/selection
can only be addressed through studies of natural populations
(Barrett and Hoekstra, 2011). Moreover, determining the
extent of selection requires identification of the loci associated
with the contribution pattern of the selective variants and
their environment specificity (Fournier-Level et al., 2011). In
our study, selection of BrVIN3.1H1/H1/BrFLC1H1/H1 in the
Aut 1 group contributed to 57.4% of bolting-time variation
during spring Chinese cabbage selection (average BIV+5w
decreased from 50.8 [total Aut 1] to 32.4 [Aut 1 lines carrying
BrVIN3.1H1/H1/BrFLC1H1/H1] to 19.1 [spring]). The contribution
of BrVIN3.1H1/H1/BrFLC1H1/H1 was further confirmed by the
WMXG F2 population. Furthermore, BrVIN3.1H1/H1/BrFLC1H1/H1
was a minor allelic assembly in the ancient Aut 2 and
intermediate Aut 1 groups (17.7% and 12.8%) (Supplemental
Table 1). However, the assembly then extended to be the
major assembly (81.8%) in spring Chinese cabbage,

revealing BrVIN3.1H1/H1/BrFLC1H1/H1 was
not important for domestication but
conferred important advantages to modern
Chinese cabbage selection. The analysis
also supported the idea that the selection process may depend
more on standing variation at specific loci than on newly arisen
mutations (Hermisson and Pennings, 2005). As spring Chinese
cabbage was only formed 40 years ago, we believe that the
pre-existing mutations that became dominant during selection
could substantially reduce fixation time. On the other hand, the
haplotype distribution pattern demonstrated that BrVIN3.1H1/H1/
BrFLC1H1/H1 in Aut 1 (Supplemental Table 1) was only restricted
to lines from the Shandong province, suggesting the selection
of spring Chinese cabbage has been strongly shaped by
geography.
Flowering-time-associated null or weak alleles of FRIorf and
FLCorf are common in Arabidopsis, however, we found no variations in BrVIN3.1orf that were significantly associated with
bolting time. Transgenic analysis further showed that both alleles of BrVIN3.1orf are functional. In Arabidopsis, VIN3 was
found to be localized within the flowering-time QTL and two
single base pair substitutions as well as a three base pair InDel
that resulted in different amino acids between the parents were
reported (Grillo et al., 2013). In Brassica napus, potentially
functional amino acid modifications in Bna.VIN3 were also
reported (Schiessl et al., 2014; Shah et al., 2018); however,
functional experiments will be required to determine the role
of these non-synonymous variations. Here, we revealed that
BrVIN3.1 responding quantitatively to cold may be the reason
for bolting being promoted proportionally. The polymorphisms
at cis elements in the BrVIN3.1 promoter, required for
upregulation by cold, together with photoperiod and other
unknown genetic factors, may contribute to the vernalization
variation. Both cis-regulatory and coding sequence
variation control of FLC and BrFLC have been reported
by a number of studies in both Arabidopsis and Brassica
crops (Lempe et al., 2005; Yuan et al., 2009; Kakizaki
et al., 2011; Hou et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2014; Irwin et al.,
2016; Schiessl et al., 2017). However, cis-regulatory
sequences of VIN3 or BrVIN3 have never been reported
as far as we know. We thus uncovered another example
of how genetic variations in cis elements, resulting in
expression plasticity, were involved in crop selection. Lasky
et al. (2014) found that genes that exhibited eGEI (expression
genotype-by-environment interaction) in response to cold had
greater polymorphisms in promoter regions and stronger
associations with climate than those of eSR (expression stress
responsive) genes. These studies and our results suggest that
Molecular Plant --, 1–17, -- 2018 ª The Author 2018.
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Figure 7. Functional Analysis of BrVIN3.1 and Spatial-Temporal GUS Expression Pattern Driven by the Promoters of BrVIN3.1H1/H1pro
and BrVIN3.1H2/H2pro.
(A) Functional analysis of AtVIN3.1pro::BrVIN3.1orf transgenic plants. vin3-4, SALK_004766. CR(WM) and XGZ, the BrVIN3.1orf sequences are from
CR(WM) and XGZ, respectively.
(B) Flowering-time analysis of transgenic plants using FRI-Col and vin3-4 as controls. Mean flowering times were expressed as leaf number after 5 weeks
of cold.
(C–I) GUS expression pattern driven by the BrVIN3.1H1/H1pro promoter in seedlings at V , V+1w, V+2w, V+5w, and V+5wT5d under short-day regime, as well as
at V+2w and V+5w under long-day regime.
(J–P) GUS expression pattern driven by the BrVIN3.1H2/H2pro promoter in seedlings at V , V+1w, V+2w, V+5w, and V+5wT5d under short-day regime, as well as
at V+2w and V+5w under long-day regime. Under short-day conditions, strong GUS signals (G and N) were detected in both main root tips (upper rectangular
outerlines) and lateral root tips (lower rectangular outerlines). Under long-day conditions, GUS activity was blocked in root tips in BrVIN3.1H1/H1pro::GUS
lines but not in BrVIN3.1H2/H2pro lines (rectangular outerlines in H and O). The black vertical lines at the left bottoms in J–P are scale bars (3 mm).
(Q) GUS activities in BrVIN3.1H1/H1pro::GUS and BrVIN3.1H2/H2pro::GUS transgenic seedings. Asterisks (B and Q) indicate statistically significant differences (one-way ANOVA, a = 0.05, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01) in flowering time (expressed as leaf number) and GUS activity between different transgenic plants.
See also Supplemental Figure 6 for the detailed information of transgenic constructs.

cis-regulatory evolution at BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1 loci are an
important source of bolting-time variation and may be a
more efficient and plastic mechanism of selection to climatic
selective gradients compared with protein coding sequence
changes due to limited pleiotropy and incomplete dominance.
10
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Traditional Chinese cabbage needs a vernalizing stimulus and
subsequent long-day conditions for bolting (Pressman and
Negbi, 1981), although photoperiod appears to be less crucial
than vernalization (Guttormsen and Moe, 1985). In Arabidopsis,
the cold and photoperiod signaling have been reported to be
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Figure 8. Chromatin Immunoprecipitation
(ChIP) Assays in BrVIN3.1H1/H1/BrFLC1H1/H1
and BrVIN3.1H2/H2/BrFLC1H1/H1 Plants.
(A and C) BrVIN3 protein is enriched at the chromatin of BrFLC1 and BrFLC2, but not BrFLC3 and
BrFLC5, during vernalization. ChIP was assayed
using BrVIN3.1 monoclonal antibody by using a
spring line CR(WM) at V+5w as the material (A).
BrVIN3.1 enrichment at BrFLC1 chromatin is
3 fold higher than that at BrFLC2 (C).
P1, position 1; P2, position 2. Positions of the FLC
locus examined by ChIP are shown in Supplemental
Figure 10 and Supplemental Table 12 (S4). Input,
sheared chromatin that was not subjected to
any immunoprecipitation. a-VIN3.1 and Pre (preimmunized serum), ChIP assays were performed by
using BrVIN3.1 antibody and pre-immunized serum.
Signal intensities were normalized relative to input
signal intensities with ImageQuant.
(B and D) ChIP assays in FQZ6 (BrVIN3.1H2/H2/
BrFLC1H1/H1) and M500 (BrVIN3.1H1/H1/BrFLC1H1/H1).
Rapid interaction of BrVIN3.1 with BrFLC1 chromatin
in BrVIN3.1H2/H2/BrFLC1H1/H1 plants was detected
(D). V , nonvernalized; V+1w, V+2w, and V+5w, 1, 2, and
5 weeks of vernalization; V+5wT5d, plants returning
to 25 C/20 C (long-day regime) after 5 weeks of cold.
See also Supplemental Figure 7.

linked in flowering-time regulation. VIN3-LIKE proteins VIL1 and
VIL2 have been reported to participate in both pathways by regulating expression of FLC and its homologs (Sung et al., 2006; Kim
and Sung, 2010). However, VIN3 was reported only to be
regulated by cold regardless of photoperiod, and vin3 lesions
do not alter flowering time in either long-day or short-day conditions (Sung et al., 2006). Here, we found that long-day conditions
suppressed the activity of BrVIN3.1H1/H1pro and BrVIN3.1H2/H2pro
during cold, revealing that the BrVIN3.1 promoter has evolved to
possess the ability to transduce perception of the environmental
cues of both cold and photoperiod into regulation of target genes.
BrVIN3.1 expression can only be detected after vernalization, so
we propose that this is a response to the combined effects of cold
and photoperiod. However, unlike BrVIN3.1H2/H2pro, the expression of BrVIN3.1H1/H1pro was not detected in roots under longday conditions, revealing that long-day conditions have a more
negative influence on BrVIN3.1H1/H1pro. It was reported that bolting in Chinese cabbage, celery, and some grasses (Guttormsen
and Moe, 1985) was inhibited or delayed by keeping root
systems at high temperature, while the shoots were exposed
to low temperature. All these results suggest a stable but
neglected role of roots in cold sensing. How cold and
photoperiod are combined in roots, how this signal is
transduced to shoots, and the function of BrVIN3.1 in this
process are unclear.
Photoperiod and light are known to affect the expression of nearly
one-third of the total genes in Arabidopsis (Ma et al., 2001), and a
number of LREs were identified to be essential for the expression
of light-regulated genes (reviewed in Chattopadhyay et al., 1998).
Among these LREs, the GATA motif has been shown to be
involved in the regulation of many light responses and tissuespecific genes, and mutations in GATA boxes could affect the
spatio-temporal expression of these genes. Moreover, it was

suggested that combinatorial interplay of GATA boxes and other
LREs, such as G boxes, are required to confer proper lightresponse and tissue-specific expression (Jiao et al., 2007;
Gangappa and Chattopadhyay, 2013). We found a G box in
both BrVIN3.1H1/H1pro and BrVIN3.1H2/H2pro (Supplemental
Figure 6C), but the fact that a GATA box only exists in
BrVIN3.1H1/H1pro reveals a possible cause for the light-response
and root-adjustable expression of BrVIN3.1H1/H1pro under
different photoperiod conditions.

METHODS
Genotype Selection, Planting, and Phenotyping
A collection of 194 Chinese cabbage inbred lines, including 40 spring
lines, 37 summer lines, and 117 autumn lines from the Beijing Vegetable
Research Center (BVRC), which were collected from different regions of
China, Japan, Korea, Southeast Asia, and Russia, were used for genetic
structure and selective analyses (Supplemental Table 1 [S1]). All these
lines were self-pollinated for at least six generations. Spring Chinese cabbages were either lines from Korea/Japan (n = 30) or offspring of a crossbackcross cycle between spring varieties from Korea/Japan and autumn
Chinese cabbage from China (n = 10). Summer Chinese cabbage were
lines from China, Japan, Korea, and other Southeast Asian countries
(n = 37). Aut 2 Chinese cabbage is widely distributed in China, Japan,
and Korea (n = 62). The Aut 1 group is concentrated in Shandong and Beijing provinces (n = 33, 11) in the Bohai region and other areas of China
(n = 11) (Figure 1A and Supplemental Table 1 [S1]). A segregating DH
population (Yang et al., 2007) (denoted as BYMM population) consisting
of 80 individuals was used for bin-map construction (described in Yu
et al., 2016) and QTL mapping of bolting time. A segregating F2
population (WMXZ population) generated from ‘‘CR(WM)’’ and ‘‘XGZ’’
(Supplemental Table 1 [S1]) was used to address the allelic effects and
the genetic interaction of BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1 on bolting time.
Vernalization response and bolting time in the population were investigated in the BVRC greenhouses (Yang et al., 2007). Time courses of
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cold treatment have been performed. The experiments were conducted
as shown in Supplemental Figure 9 during January to May of 2011,
2013, and 2014. Three duplicates for each replicate were performed.
In each duplicate, nine 8-day-old seedlings from each line were treated
at 4 C under a long-day regime (16/8 h day/night) for 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and
6 weeks (recorded as V , V+1–6w), and then were transplanted in pots
under a long-day regime and 25 C/20 C conditions. DTBV was defined
as the number of days from sowing to the appearance of the visible bud.
Bolting index (BIV) was recorded and calculated as described in Yang
et al. (2007). DTBV is very useful to indicate the bolting performance of a
population at one location under a given set of conditions, but it is very
changeable and incomparable across different environments. While BIV
is a single index for summarizing a large amount of information on
bolting time. Thus, BIV is preferred in the field of plant breeding. BIV and
DTBV were then calculated for each line without vernalization (V ) and
with vernalization (V+1–6w), recorded as BIV and BIV+1–6w, and DTBV
and DTBV+1–6w, respectively. Plants that did not bolt by the end of the
experiments were assigned a value of 180 DTBV. Because almost all
lines (191 of 194) bolted at V+5w, the bolting-time variation at V+5w was
used for further phenotype 3 genotype analysis.

Data Processing and Single Nucleotide Polymorphism Calling
DNA was extracted from young leaves using a cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB)-based protocol (Porebski et al., 1997). Sequencing
data were generated by Illumina HiSeq2000 service provided by
Biomarker Technologies Corporation, Beijing. We filtered the raw reads
before aligning them to the Brassica rapa reference genome v1.5
(Chiifu-401-42) (http://brassicadb.org/) (Wang et al., 2011a, 2011b,
2011c). Low-quality reads were filtered as described in Cheng et al.
(2016).
Filtered reads were then mapped to the reference genome using the
‘‘mem’’ algorithm of the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (version 0.7.5a-r405)
(Li and Durbin, 2009). The mapping results were processed by sorting
and duplicate marking using functions in SAMTOOLS (Li et al.,
2009a, 2009b) and PICARD (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/), local
realigment around InDels was performed using Indel-Realigner in GATK
(McKenna et al., 2010), and HaplotypeCalller in GATK was used to call
SNPs and small InDels across the 194 lines using default parameters.
After filtering out raw variations including SNPs and InDels with low
quality (QUAL < 30, QD < 2.0, FS > 60.0, MQ < 40.0), we obtained
3 601 284 SNPs and 1 436 373 InDels. We finally got 1 208 499 and
416 070 high-quality SNPs and InDels (MAF > 0.05, integrity rate > 0.8).
We also identified 118 845 high-quality non-synonymous variants
(97 499 SNPs and 13 871 InDels), including 11 260 variants causing
start codon changes, premature stop codons, or elongated/shortened
transcripts (Supplemental Tables 2 and 3).

Population Genetics Analyses
An unrooted phylogenetic tree of the 194 lines was first constructed based
on 1 208 499 SNPs after filtering out those sites with low MAF (%0.05) and
low genotype rate (%0.8) using the N-J method under the Kimura
2-parameter model implement in MEGA-CC software (v7.0) (Kumar
et al., 2012); 1000 replicates of bootstrap. Brassica oleracea was then
used as an outgroup when constructing rooted phylogenetic trees, and
BLASTALL (parameters: -e 1e-3 -m 8 -b 100 -v 100) was used to
identify orthologous SNPs between Chinese cabbage and Brassica
oleracea. 200 bp flanking sequences around the Chinese cabbage
SNPs were extracted and compared by BLAST with the Brassica
oleracea genome (V2.2); those with unique best-matching SNPs were
selected and the genotype of Brassica oleracea at each selected SNP
was identified according to the BLAST results. Finally, 385 754 SNPs
were selected; the method for constructing the rooted phylogenetic tree
was the same as for the unrooted tree method described above.
Visualizing, editing, and root assigning the phylogenetic tree were
performed using ITOL (http://itol.embl.de/).
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We performed admixture analysis using ADMIXTURE (Tang et al., 2005).
As the ADMIXTURE model assumes perfect linkage equilibrium
between markers (i.e., they are independent of each other), we
excluded one of the SNP pairs that appeared to be linked. We
discarded SNPs according to the observed correlation coefficients (r2)
by using the PLINK tool set with parameter-indep-pairwise 500 20 0.2.
We scanned the genome with a sliding window of 500 kb, advanced
in steps of 20 SNPs, and removed any SNP with a correlation
coefficient R0.2 with any other SNP within the window. We then ran
ADMIXTURE 1.3 in haploid mode, using the 35 985 remaining SNPs
with 5-fold cross-validation and several K values (i.e., the number of putative populations) ranging from 2 to 10. To avoid fluctuations in the likelihood due to the stochasticity of the optimization process, we repeated
the process five times with different random seeds. We assessed the plausible choice for the number of populations by using the DK metric (Evanno
et al., 2005). The statistic DK, indicating the change in likelihood assuming
different numbers of groups, was calculated and used to assess the most
likely number of populations.
PCA of the SNPs was performed using the smartPCA program from the
EIGENSOFT package using the default parameters (Abraham and
Inouye, 2014). The first (two) PCs were used to visualize a group of
samples, which could explain 10.38% (7.76%) of the total variation.
The
software
PopLDdecay
(https://github.com/BGI-shenzhen/
PopLDdecay) was used to calculate linkage disequilibrium (LD) with parameters -MaxDist 300 -MAF 0.05 -Miss 0.2 and half maximum r2 decay
distance or r2 = 0.2 was respectively read as an LD length estimate for
each group.

Estimates of Gene Flow and Selection Map of Spring Chinese
Cabbage
The gene flow pattern was evaluated among the Aut 1, Aut 2, spring, and
summer Chinese cabbage using the BayesAss method (Wilson and
Rannala, 2003), Brassica oleracea was used as the outgroup. We first
removed SNPs with MAF % 0.05, missing rate % 0.2 and LD value %
0.1 by PLINK. The remaining 41 533 SNPs (randomly sampled 10 times,
200 SNPs each time) were then used to estimate short-term migration
rates by using Mixed Linear Model (MLM). Allele frequency, inbreeding
coefficient, and gene flow frequency were all set to default values. We performed 10 runs of Nit = 50 000 000, Nburn-in = 1 000 000, and sampling interval = 1000. A unidirectional gene flow (migration rate [Nm] = 0.12) from
Aut 1 into spring Chinese cabbage was found. We also detected strong
gene flows from Aut 2 into summer or spring Chinese cabbage (Nm =
0.24 or 0.18) (Figure 1E). Evidence of genetic introgressions from Aut 1
to spring Chinese cabbage was also confirmed in STUCTURE analysis
(Figure 1C).
In addition, we calculated pairwise FST values among groups to investigate population divergence. Population divergence between the spring
and Aut 1 Chinese cabbage (FST = 0.12) was smaller than that between
the spring and Aut 2 or summer groups (FST = 0.20 or 0.18)
(Supplemental Table 5). But we also found that only 76.2%
(996 632/1 307 368) of the genetic diversity in Aut 1 persisted in spring
Chinese cabbage (Supplemental Figure 1B and 1C), suggesting a
population bottleneck during selection.

Analyses of Nucleotide Diversity and Putative Selective Sweeps
Nucleotide diversity is often used as a measurement of the degree of the
genotype variability within a population or species. Values of p were
calculated for 200 kb overlapping windows (5 kb steps) across the Chinese cabbage genome using the BioPerl module PopGen (Stajich and
Hahn, 2005) (Supplemental Figure 3). The genome-wide p of spring group
(0.89 3 10 3) was lower than that in Aut 2 (1.16 3 10 3), Aut 1 (1.11 3
10 3), and summer (1.12 3 10 3) Chinese cabbage (Table 1). Besides,
the substantial nucleotide diversity suggests that a large set of markers
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is densely covering the genome, which provides a fundamental condition
for a high-resolution population genetic analysis (Migicovsky et al., 2016).
The decay of LD occurs at nearly 14.28 kb in the spring group (decaying to
r2 of half maximum), whereas the equivalent distances are 7.61, 6.72, and
5.84 kb for the summer, Aut 1, and Aut 2 groups, respectively (Table 1,
Supplemental Figure 1A).
To detect genomic regions that are potentially differentiated for bolting
time, the FST and XP-CLR score were calculated using PopGenome and
XP-CLR, respectively (Chen et al., 2010; Pfeifer et al., 2014). The FST
values were calculated for spring and Aut 1 Chinese cabbage groups to
estimate population differentiation. The FST were estimated for 200 kb
sliding windows with a step size of 5 kb. The average FST of all sliding
windows was considered as the value at the whole-genome level across
different groups. Sliding windows with FST values greater than the 95th
percentile of genome-wide FST values were selected and regarded as
significantly different windows. Overlapping significance windows were
then merged into one fragment. These fragments were regarded as highly
diverged regions across groups.
Whole-genome screening was also performed using XP-CLR, a method
based on modeling the likelihood of multilocus allele frequency differentiation between the two populations, spring and Aut 1 Chinese cabbage. A
strength of XP-CLR is that it uses allele frequency differentiation between
populations, which is more robust to ascertainment bias in SNP discovery
than methods based on the allele frequency spectrum (Chen et al., 2010).
Genetic distances between SNPs were interpolated according to their
physical distances in an ultra-high-density genetic map from a previous
study (Wang et al., 2011a, 2011b, 2011c). The program XP-CLR was run
with parameters -w1 0.0005100 100 -p1 0.95 for each chromosome. After
obtaining the original XP-CLR results, each chromosome was divided into
sliding windows (as in FST analysis), the average of the XP-CLR scores
was calculated for each sliding window. Sliding windows with an average
XP-CLR scores greater than the 95th percentile of the genome-wide
average XP-CLR were selected as significantly different windows. Overlapping significance windows were then merged into one fragment. These
fragments were regarded as highly diverged regions across groups.
Candidate regions from the analysis of FST were compared with those
from XP-CLR analysis. Only 26 of those regions overlapped between
the two methods.
In order to improve the prediction accuracy, we then evaluated the nucleotide diversity of the two groups (Supplemental Figure 3, middle plots). We
further calculated the p ratios (Aut/spring) for each chromosome and
identified potential candidate selection regions following the method
described in Duan et al. (2017). Three of the 26 sweeps derived were
not shared with those by the p ratio approach and thus were excluded
from the results of the putative selected loci. Detailed information on the
remaining 23 putative selection regions is available in Supplemental
Table 7.

Bin-Map Construction and QTL Analysis
The BYMM population generated from the F1 crosses of ‘‘BY’’ and ‘‘MM’’
was used for bin-map construction and QTL mapping of bolting-time variation under V+5w conditions. BY is an extremely early-bolting line that
could bolt even without vernalization, while MM is an extremely late-bolting variety that needs more than 80 days of cold to promote floral transition (Yang et al., 2007). The significant difference of bolting time and
vernalization requirements between the parents suggested that this
population is ideal for bolting-time QTL analysis.
An improved specific length amplified fragment sequencing (SLAF-seq)
strategy was utilized to construct the bin map following the method
described by Yu et al. (2016). Marker order was assigned using
the regression mapping algorithm with a maximum recombination
frequency of 0.4. The final bin map included 974 bins in the 10 linkage

groups, and was 1033.24 cM in length with an average distance of
1.06 cM between adjacent markers (Supplemental Figure 4,
Supplemental Table 8). QTL mapping was performed using the
composite interval mapping function provided in MapQTL 5.0 software
(Van Ooijen, 2004). A LOD score of 3 was used as the threshold for
testing significance of QTL peaks with 1000 permutations and
significance level of p % 0.05. In order to increase the accuracy and
shorten the confidence interval of the QTLs on A02 and A10, a total of
eight new SNP makers were developed for narrowing QTL regions
(Supplemental Table 12 [S1]). QTL analysis was conducted in 2012 and
2014. As shown in the table, ftA02.1 (harboring BrVIN3.1) and ftA10.1
(harboring BrFLC1) were detected in both years, and they overlapped
with gQTLA02.1 and gQTL10.1, respectively. In 2012, the two QTLs
account for 15.9% and 23.8% of the phenotypic variation, respectively,
which ranked 5th and 1st among all the seven QTLs; while in 2014, the
two QTLs explained 27.7% and 19.9% of the bolting-time variation,
respectively, ranking 1st and 3rd among all the five QTLs (Supplemental
Table 8 [S2]).

Genotype 3 Phenotype Analyses of BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1 in
Chinese Cabbage
Three pairs of primers were designed by Prime premier 5.0 (Supplemental
Table 12 [S2]) to amplify the BrVIN3.1 genomic sequence from 194 lines.
The sequences were assembled by SEQMAN and aligned by MEGA 5.0.
DNA variations were identified and their association with the phenotype
was calculated by Tassel 3.0. Two SNPs, A02-5,792,926A/G and
A10-13,859,895G/A, located in the promoter region of BrVIN3.1 and the
intergenetic region of BrFLC1, respectively, which were significantly associated with bolting time, were developed as SNP makers for genotyping
the WMXZ F2 population using the KASPar platform (LGC Group, UK).
For BrVIN3.1 haplotype analysis in 194 lines, we obtained phenotypic data
from 32 spring Chinese cabbage and 86 Aut Chinese cabbage; at the
same time, we obtained genotypic data from 33 spring Chinese cabbage
and 86 Aut Chinese cabbage. After combination, we finally had 29 spring
and 82 Aut Chinese cabbage with both phenotypic and genotypic data
available. In the 29 spring Chinese cabbage, two lines showing nonbolting trait (scored NB after 5 weeks of cold) were then eliminated from
the analysis. In the 82 Aut Chinese cabbage, there are 12 lines carrying
BrVIN3.1H3/H3 or BrVIN3.1H4/H4 or BrVIN3.1H5/H5 haplotypes, which were
also eliminated from the analysis. Thus, 27 spring and 70 Aut Chinese
cabbage were used for BrVIN3.1 haplotype analysis. All this information
is shown in Supplemental Table 1 [S1]. The same goes for BrFLC1 and
BrVIN3.1/BrFLC1 haplotype analyses.
The WMXZ F2 population was used to address the allelic effects of
BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1 on bolting time. A total of 161 individuals were
grown under V+5w conditions to record BIV+5w and DTBV+5w to perform
genotype-by-phenotype analysis. The 161 F2 individuals were then genotyped with SNP markers A02-5,792,926A/G and A10-13,859,895G/A
(Supplemental Table 12 [S2]). Different haplotype combinations and
genetic effects of BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1 were then analyzed in the
population (Supplemental Table 10).

RNA Extraction, qRT–PCR, and RNA-seq
Young leaves from the 32 lines (shown in Supplemental Table 11 [S1])
treated in V , V+1, +2, +5w and V+5wT5d conditions were sampled. For
V+5wT5d, samples were grown for 5 days in 25 C/20 C and long-day
regime conditions after 5 weeks of vernalization before harvesting. All
samples were harvested 0.5 h before the dark regime. Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen), treated with DNase I (Takara)
and quantified using NanoDrop ND-1000 (Thermo). cDNA was prepared
using a PrimeScript First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Takara). Real-time
PCR was performed in a Roche thermocycler (LightCycler480, Roche).
The results were analyzed with Lightcycler version 2.0 (Roche Diagnostics) software. The Chinese cabbage GAPDH gene was used as an internal
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standard to normalize different plant samples. Serial dilutions of
pUC19 plasmid carrying BrVIN3.1orf and BrFLC1orf were used to determine the standard curve. We found that BrVIN3.1 and BrFLC1
expression progressively increased and decreased during vernalization,
respectively, with the maximum and minimum expression being reached
at V+5w. qRT–PCR primer sequences are listed in the Supplemental
Table 12 [S3]. Data interpretation was carried out based on three
biological replicates each represented by three technical replicates.

between BrVIN3.1H1/H1/BrFLC1H1/H1 and BrVIN3.1H2/H2/BrFLC1H1/H
lines, only the P1 primer pair was used for the study.

The RNA from BY at V and V+23d were used for RNA-seq analysis. The
quality and purity of RNA was obtained using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer
and 1.0% agarose gel electrophoresis. Polyadenylated mRNAs were purified and concentrated with oligo(dT)-conjugated magnetic beads before
being used for directional RNA-seq library preparation. The library products were then sequenced with Illumina HiSeq 2000 in Novogene Bioinformatics Technology Co., Ltd (Beijing, China). After removing the sequence
reads containing sequencing adapters and low-quality sequence reads
(reads containing more than 5% unknown bases or more than half of their
bases with a quality of less than 5), we aligned the reads to the Chinese
cabbage genome v1.5 and annotated genes using the SOAP2 software
(Li et al., 2009a, 2009b), allowing up to two mismatches. The number of
reads that were fully located in exons was counted, and the expression
levels of each gene were determined by calculating the total number of
hits in its corresponding exons. The expression level of genes was
evaluated and normalized by RPKM (reads per kilobase of exon model
per million mapped reads) (Mortazavi et al., 2008). Differentially
expressed genes (DEGs) were identified by IDEG6 software (Anders
and Huber, 2010), and the Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate
(FDR <0.01) was used to correct the results of statistical tests. Significantly differentially expressed sequences were obtained by this method
whose adjusted p value was <0.001, and there was at least a 2-fold
change in the RPKM values between the two libraries. GO enrichment
analysis of the DEGs was implemented by the GOseq R packages.

For AtVIN3pro::BrVIN3.1orf construction, PCR fragments of AtVIN3prointron1st (it is reported that the first intron of AtVIN3 is important to
create a cold-responsive system; Yun, 2010) and BrVIN3.1H1/H1orf or
BrVIN3.1H2/H2orf from CR(WM) or XGZ were sequentially inserted into
the pGEM-Teasy vector (Promega) by NcoI/EcoRI and EcoRI/SalI
digestion and ligation, and finally cloned into binary vector pMDC99
(Curtis and Grossniklaus, 2003). Arabidopsis containing vin3-4
(SALK_004766), which is a null mutant and has no response to
vernalization, was transformed for phenotype analysis. Nine-day-old T2
seedlings from two AtVIN3pro::BrVIN3.1H1/H1orf and two AtVIN3pro::
BrVIN3.1H2/H2orf transgenic lines, a transgene-negative vin3-4 line, and a
FRI-Col line were treated at 4 C for 5 weeks under a short-day regime. Total leaf number (TLN) until anthesis was recorded. At least nine plants of
each line were compared in each test, and statistical analyses were based
on data obtained from two independent experiments.

Transgenic Plant Construction and Phenotypic Analyses
Schematic representations of the series of AtVIN3pro::BrVIN3.1orf and
BrVIN3.1pro::GUS transgenes are shown in Supplemental Figure 6A, 6B,
and 6D–6F. Primers used for construction are shown in Supplemental
Table 12 [S5].

For promoter activity analysis, fragments of BrVIN3.1 promoter-intron1st
either from ‘‘CR(WM)’’ (designated as BrVIN3.1H1/H1pro) or from ‘‘XGZ’’
(BrVIN3.1H2/H2pro) were cloned into the pMDC162 plasmids, fused with
a C-terminal GUS. Arabidopsis (Columbia-0) was transformed for
BrVIN3.1pro::GUS analysis. T2 seedlings with single insertions were grown
for 9 days after germination in 22 C/20 C under long-day or short-day
regime conditions. Seedlings were then treated at 4 C in V , V+1w, V+2w,
V+5w, and V+5wT5d conditions under long-day or short-day conditions,
and used for further GUS histochemical staining and activity analysis.

Production of Polyclonal Antibodies and Western Blot
Amino acid sequences of BrVIN3.1 protein were analyzed with the
Optimum Antigen design tool (GenScript) to identify good antigen
sequences. Selected synthetic peptide antigen of BrVIN3.1 protein,
ASELLNSWSRDEIMKIIC, was injected into mice for production of polyclonal antibodies (Mdmarker Co., Ltd, China), and the resulting antiserum
was further purified by affinity purification (Mdmarker Co., Ltd, China).
The specificity and affinity of the BrVIN3.1 monoclonal antibody were evaluated by immunoblotting (Supplemental Figure 7). In summary, equal
amounts (15 mg) of proteins from vernalized (V+5w) and unvernalized (V )
plants (CR(WM)), or 2 mg Escherichia coli expressed BrVIN3.1-His protein,
were resolved by 10% SDS–-PAGE, transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes using a wet-transfer protocol, and probed with the
BrVIN3.1 antibody. IRDye 680RD goat anti-mouse (LI-COR, no. 92668070) was used as secondary antibodies, followed by detection using
the Li-COR Odyssey infrared scanner (Li-COR Biosciences, Lincoln,
NE). All antibody dilutions were made in casein blocking solution (LI-COR).

ChIP Analyses
Young leaves from plants of interest were harvested for grinding. ChIP assays using BrVIN3.1 antibodies were performed as previously described
(Kim and Sung, 2013). All ChIP assays were performed twice from two
biological replicates. The amount of DNA precipitated in ChIP assays
was quantified by PCR. ChIP assays using pre-immunized serum and
‘‘input’’ chromatin were used as controls. Signal intensities were normalized relative to input signal intensities with ImageQuant. Error bars indicate the SD from bipartite samples. All primers were designed within
the 300 bp upstream of ATG of each FLC (Supplemental Figure 10). At
least two pairs of primers were designed for each FLC, and primer
sequences are shown in Supplemental Table 12 [S4]. For comparisons
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Transformation of Chinese cabbage was carried out following the
method of Lawrenson et al. (2015) with minor modifications. In
summary, Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain LBA4404 carrying the
BrVIN3.1H2/H2pro::BrVIN3.1orf
(pMDC100)
plasmid
(Supplemental
Figure 6F) was first cultured to OD600 2.0 in LB medium containing
50 mg/l kanamycin and then transferred to fresh LB medium without any
antibiotics (0.1 ml of suspension in 10 ml of new medium) to grow to
OD600 2.0 before use. The cells were diluted in MS medium (pH 5.7) and
inoculated into cotyledon petiole for 5 s. The explants were immediately
transferred to co-cultivation medium (CIM-C: MS medium supplemented
with 500 mg/l MES, 4 mg/l BAP, 0.1 mg/l NAA, 2.75% Phytagel [Sigma,
P8169], pH 5.7) and incubated in a dim light environment at 25 C for
2 days. After co-cultivation, we followed the protocol from Lawrenson
et al. (2015) with selection pressure of 10 mg/l kanamycin.

GUS Staining and GUS Activity Analysis
GUS activity was measured as follows. For each sample, 50 mg of fresh
seedlings was ground into powder in liquid nitrogen, then 1 ml of protein
extraction solution (50 mM NaH2PO4 [pH 7.0], 10 mM EDTA, 0.1% Triton
X-100, 0.1% sodium lauryl sarcosine, 10 mM b-mercaptoethanol) was
added, and samples underwent centrifugation at 12 000 rpm for 30 min
at 4 C. Protein concentration in the supernatant were measured by
Bradford Protein Assay (Bio-Rad Laboratories). The supernatant was assayed for GUS activity with 4-MUG (4-methylumbelliferyl-b-D-glucuronide) as a substrate. Fluorescence intensity levels were measured on
a Tristar LB941 fluorescence spectrophotometer (Berthold) with 4-MU
(4-methylumbelliferon) as the calibration control.
GUS staining was performed as follows: seedlings were fixed in 90%
acetone before being submerged in GUS staining solution under vacuum
condition for 30 min. The samples were incubated in the staining solution
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for 8 h at 37 C, after which they were cleared of chlorophyll, dehydrated,
and placed in the clear solution (chloral hydrate/water/glycerol, 8 g/4 ml/2
ml) for microscopic observation.

Statistical Analyses
Statistical analysis was done with SPSS software. Statistical significance
was defined as p < 0.05 using a one-way ANOVA for comparisons between groups at a = 0.05. The sample size was calculated by SPSS and
demonstrated in each figure or table or supplemental file. One, two,
and three stars (*) in the figures represent p values <0.05, <0.01,
and <0.001, respectively. Spearman’s rho test (0.95 confidence
level) and regression analysis were used for correlation and conditional
expectation analysis between BIV+5w values and BrVIN3.1 expression
levels.
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